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Abstract: Rotor wake analysis，a fundamental research of helicopter technology，has been widely applied for rotor
aerodynamic analysis. This paper summarizes the research of different rotor wake models at home and abroad and
reviews the development process of rotor wake methods as well as the research achievement obtained in each stage.
Then，the new progress of helicopter rotor wake methods is described in detail. It includes constant circulation
contours modeling method of rotor wake，pseudo ⁃ implicit relaxation iteration and time ⁃ accurate solution method，
research on aerodynamic interaction characteristics of helicopter rotor/fuselage by wake method，research on the rotor
blade ⁃vortex interaction noise and interaction of coaxial rigid rotor aerodynamics by viscous vortex particle method，
and application of free wake method to helicopter flight dynamics modeling. In the end，some prospects for the
research of helicopter rotor wake method are put forward，which clarifies the ideas for the future development of rotor
wake method.
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0 Introduction

Rotor is the key component of helicopter which
provides the lift and control force. One of the re⁃
markable characteristics of typical rotor flow field is
the existence of strong rotor tip vortices in the flow
field［1］. As shown in Fig. 1，in hover and low⁃speed
forward flight，the trailed vortices pulled out from
the rotor tip region roll up in space and form a heli⁃
cal tip vortex［2⁃4］. The tip vortex plays a dominant
role in the whole flow field of the rotor and changes
the inflow distribution on the rotor disc，which ulti⁃
mately has an important impact on the performance，
vibration，noise and fatigue characteristics of a heli⁃
copter［5⁃6］. Therefore，the accurate calculation of the
rotor wake and aerodynamic characteristics is the ba⁃
sis of the research on aerodynamics and dynamics of
the rotorcraft，which is also one of the most impor⁃
tant and difficult research subjects in the field of heli⁃
copter technology.

Up to now，there are mainly two methods used
to analyze the aerodynamic characteristics of helicop⁃
ter rotors：the wake analysis method and the compu⁃
tational fluid dynamics（CFD） method. In recent
years，although great progress has been made in
CFD method for calculating the rotor flow field，the
computation speed and storage requirements are still
big challenges for CFD method. When the collec⁃
tive pitch of the rotor is increased sharply，the rotor

Fig.1 Helicopter rotor tip vortex
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will tend to perform angular or tilting motion，caus⁃
ing the rotor’s dynamic and highly unsteady aerody⁃
namic characteristics. The CFD method with higher
computational capability has been proposed to deal
with these cases［7⁃10］. Compared with the CFD meth⁃
od，the rotor wake analysis method is directly based
on the helical wake to study the aerodynamic charac⁃
teristics of the rotor. Hence，it has higher computa⁃
tional efficiency and requires much less computation⁃
al resources，which is very important for the com⁃
plex rotor aerodynamic load analysis. After years of
development，great progress has been made in the
rotor wake analysis method for successfully predict⁃
ing the aerodynamic loads of the rotor in hover and
forward flight［11］.

The key aspect of rotor wake analysis lies in
the wake modelling. Generally，rotor wake models
can be divided into three categories：the rigid wake
model， the prescribed wake model and the free
wake model［12］.

The rigid wake model［5］（Fig. 2） is analytical
and can be understood easily［1］. It has been widely
used for the rotor aerodynamic analysis in the 1960s
and 1970s. However，the contraction of wake and
the distortion of vortices are not taken into account
in this wake model，which makes the wake shape of
this model quite different from the real wake shape.

Fig.3 is the sketch of hovering rotor wake con⁃
figuration［2，13］. The prescribed wake model deter⁃
mines the geometrical shape of the wake based on
the semi ⁃ empirical formulas for the tip vortices and
inner vortex sheets summarized from the flow visual⁃

ization experiments. Hence，the actual contraction
of the vortices can be taken into account and the axi⁃
al displacement of the vortices can be calculated
more accurately［5］.

The free wake（or distorted wake） model［5］

（Fig.4）allows the vortices to move freely with the
local airflow velocity and the geometrical shape of
the wake is solved by the force⁃free condition of free
vortex sheets. Compared with the rigid wake and
the prescribed wake model，the free wake model at⁃
tempts to simulate the change of the actual wake
shape by allowing the vortices to move freely，espe⁃
cially by considering the effect of wake on itself and
the interaction between blade and wake. Therefore，
it became the main method of rotor wake analysis in
the 1980s.

1 A Brief Review of Rotor Wake

Research

Researchers began to focus on the rotor wake
analysis in the early 1960s［5］. The work in this peri⁃
od included theoretical analysis and experimental

Fig.2 Rotor rigid wake model[5]

Fig.3 Hovering rotor wake configuration[13]

Fig.4 Rotor free wake model[5]
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measurement. The theoretical analysis was mainly
to establish a model for wake calculation，so as to
determine the shape and position of the tip vortex，
and then to calculate the induced velocity field. At
that time，the developed wake analysis method was
basically a fixed wake model. Fixed wake is also
known as rigid wake. Its main feature is that the
wake position can be expressed as an analytical for⁃
mula，which is easy to be understood. Therefore，in
the 1960s and 1970s，it was widely used in the rotor
aerodynamic analysis［5，14⁃16］. However，this type of
model does not take into account the contraction and
distortion of the wake，so its wake shape is quite dif⁃
ferent from the real wake shape，which makes it un⁃
suitable for the aerodynamic analysis of rotor blade ⁃
vortex interaction［17］.

The prescribed wake was gradually developed
in the 1970s. In Ref.［14］，Landgrebe first present⁃
ed a practical prescribed wake model. The wake ge⁃
ometry is determined based on the semi ⁃ empirical
formulas for the tip vortices and inner vortex sheets
summarized from the flow visualization experi⁃
ments. The geometry of the tip vortex and the inner
vortex sheet is expressed as a function of rotor pa⁃
rameters and thrust. Later，Kocureck and Tangler
et al performed a striated flow visualization experi⁃
ment of the rotor wake，improved the displacement
formula of the tip vortex，and carefully considered
the influence of blade torsion［15］. Based on the exper⁃
imental data，the prescribed wake model can obtain
more accurate results within a certain range，and be⁃
came an effective means for hovering rotor wake
and aerodynamic analysis in the 1980s［5，18］. Com⁃
pared with the fixed wake model， the prescribed
wake model can account for the actual contraction of
the vortex and calculate the axial displacement of
the vortex more accurately. However，its deficiency
is that it cannot fully describe the characteristics of
the real wake under various flight conditions，and
there are limitations to the consideration of wake de⁃
formation as the test conditions are finite. In addi⁃
tion， the existing prescribed wake model is only
suitable for rotors in hover. Although some research⁃
ers have attempted to study the prescribed wake
model for forward flight conditions based on the

flow visualization experimental measurement， the
developed model is difficult for practical application.
The wake shape is very complicated in forward
flight，which makes it hard to summarize the rela⁃
tionships between the tip vortices and the rotor pa⁃
rameters from the experimental data［5］. In 1985，in
Ref.［19］，Beddoes developed a modified wake
model for forward flight conditions using a different
approach. He corrected the wake deformation based
on the fixed wake，and calculated the rotor blade
aerodynamic loads with the modified wake model.
In fact，the Beddoes model is still a prescribed wake
model. Its main feature is that analytical formulas
are used，and can account for the distortion and con⁃
traction of the vortex are considered as the free
wake model. Therefore，the Beddoes model can be
used for analyzing the rotor blade⁃vortex interaction.

Compared with fixed wake and prescribed
wake model，free（distorted）wake model uses nu⁃
merical method to solve the wake governing equa⁃
tion. In this way，the transformation of actual wake
shape can be better simulated and the helicopter ro⁃
tor velocity field under complex motion state and in⁃
stantaneous state can be solved. Hence， the free
wake model is a more effective and accurate theoret⁃
ical model.

Landgrebe was one of the first researchers to
analyze rotor free wake. In his free wake mod⁃
el［17，20］，the lift line model was used to represent the
blade，and the flow field was divided into the far
field and the near field. The induced velocity distri⁃
bution of the far field was calculated only once，and
each update step only targeted at the near field. In
addition，the update of wake position introduces ex⁃
plicit time stepping algorithm，and the criterion of
convergence is based on the period wake shape. The
number of time steps calculated by Lagrangian wake
is greatly affected by the initial wake shape and
flight conditions，and the convergence is not satis⁃
factory. Later，it was found that a very important
problem for free wake solution was the stability of
the algorithm for wake update［ 21］. In Ref.［22］，

Sadler used an explicit forward time integration algo⁃
rithm to calculate the rotor wake in forward flight.
The wake model developed by Sadler near the blade
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is composed of trailing vortex and bound vortex，
and the solid rotating vortex core model is used. It
belongs to the“starting process”method，that is，
free wake is generated by the starting process simi⁃
lar to rotor blade. The wake method has been used
to calculate the aerodynamic load of rotor. Its main
shortcoming is that it is not easy to obtain the con⁃
vergent wake solution，and the calculation cost is
high.

Compared with the fixed and prescribed wake，
the free（distortion）wake uses a numerical solution
to solve the wake governing equation，which can
better simulate the change of the real wake shape，
and solve the helicopter rotor velocity field in com⁃
plex motion state and transient state. It is a more ef⁃
ficient and accurate calculation model.

Miller established a simplified hovering free
wake model［23］. All vortex lines were considered in
the near wake，while the far wake was represented
by a semi⁃infinite cylinder，with three vortex lines at
the tip， root and middle as the transition wake.
Egolf simulated wake trailing vortexes and bound
vortexes into quadrilateral vortex cell［24］. The radius
of vortex core was determined according to the ini⁃
tial vortex cell. The criterion for wake convergence
is the time ⁃averaged drag coefficient，not the shape
of the wake. In 1987，Bliss used curved vortex ele⁃
ments to analyze the free wake of the forward flying
rotor［25］. The wake solution uesd a prediction⁃correc⁃
tion algorithm. However，this method is only effec⁃
tive for high speed forward flight，because the nu⁃
merical stability is still a problem at low speed. It is
worth mentioning that Johnson used free wake in his
famous computing softwares CAMRAD and CAM⁃
RAD II［26］，and He et al introduced free wake into
their well⁃known FLIGHLAB flight dynamics anal⁃
ysis software［27］. After years of efforts，great prog⁃
ress had been made in the research of rotor free
wake，which has gradually developed into two main
calculation methods of free wake： time marching
method（time stepping method）and relaxation itera⁃
tion method［11⁃12，17］.

In recent years，the free wake method has been
further developed. In 1993，Crouse and Leishman
introduced the relaxation method，which used the

central difference of space to strengthen stability in
the second ⁃order prediction ⁃ correction method with
periodic boundary conditions［28］. In Refs.［29 ⁃ 31］，

Bagai and Leishman established a pseudo ⁃ implicit
prediction ⁃correction（PIPC）method. In Refs.［32 ⁃
34］，Bhagwat and Leishman developed a“time⁃ac⁃
curate”free wake method by using the central differ⁃
ence method and the three⁃step backward difference
method. The method takes the convergent wake
shape calculated by the relaxed iterative free wake
method as the initial wake and time stepping calcula⁃
tion for wake vortex lines. In Refs.［35⁃37］，Quack⁃
enbush，Lam，and Bliss et al，established a new
vortex / surface interaction methods for the predic⁃
tion of wake ⁃ induced airframe Loads based on their
curved vortex element and constant circulation con⁃
tour description method of wake.

In recent years，the rotor free wake method
has been studied in China［38⁃47］. For example，Wang
Shicun and Xu Guohua［38⁃39］ established a hovering
and forward ⁃ flying free wake model with the time ⁃
stepping method，which was used to solve the aero⁃
dynamic load of the blade. Cao Yihua［40］ started
from the generalized wake and established a calcula⁃
tion method for the vortex wake and downwash
flow field of the rotor. Zhao Jinggen and Gao
Zheng［42⁃44］ applied five⁃point central difference meth⁃
od to establish a relaxed iterative free wake model，
which was applied to the research on the characteris⁃
tics of rotor/fuselage interaction flow field. Li Chun⁃
hua［11］ presented a new two ⁃ step second ⁃ order pre⁃
diction⁃correction difference algorithm，which estab⁃
lished a time ⁃ accurate rotor free wake model，and
was applied to the study of unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics of rotor.

Due to the dominant characteristics of rotor tip
vortices in the rotor flow field，as well as the effi⁃
ciency and effectiveness of wake analysis，up to
now，many researchers have further improved and
developed rotor wake analysis［42⁃53］. Especially， in
2009，Zhao and He［46⁃47］ proposed a new method for
vortex particle analysis of rotor wake，On the basis
of their work，Refs.［48⁃53］further studied the vor⁃
tex particle method and its application to the interac⁃
tional aerodynamics，BVI noise computations and
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Flight dynamics modelling.

2 Recent Research Progress of He⁃

licopter Rotor Wake

The following shows the research progress of
helicopter rotor wake analysis，and it includes con⁃
stant circulation contours modeling method of rotor
wake，pseudo⁃implicit relaxation iteration and time⁃
accurate solution method，research on aerodynamic
interaction characteristics of helicopter rotor / fuse⁃
lage by wake method，research on the rotor blade ⁃
vortex interaction noise and interaction of coaxial
rigid rotor aerodynamics by viscous vortex particle
method，and application of free wake method in heli⁃
copter flight dynamics modeling.

2. 1 Constant circulation contours of rotor

wake modeling method

The analysis of the rotor wake involves two as⁃
pects：the description of the wake structure and the
solution of the wake geometry. However， in the
past，the main emphasis was on the second aspect，
and the research on the first aspect was rarely stud⁃
ied. The vortex grid method is usually used in the
wake analysis to describe the wake of the rotor，that
is，the vorticity is decomposed into the trailing vor⁃
ticity and the shed vorticity. This conventional de⁃
scription does not actually provide structural infor⁃
mation of the vortex system，such as the concentra⁃
tion of the vorticity distribution，the winding of the
vortex system，and the like. In 1987，Bliss et al.
proposed an innovative constant circulation contour
description method［25］. In this way，the vortex lines
are placed on equal ⁃strength lines，and the vorticity
of each vortex line is constant（Fig. 5）. Bliss uesd
contours of constant sheet strength to describe the
wake vorticity field as a function of blade load［25］.
The vorticity contained in any two contours is the
same，the vorticity along the contour is constant，
and the local vortex vectors are always tangent to
the contour. The constant circulation contour de⁃
fined in this way is not equivalent to the true vortici⁃
ty line of the wake vortex. The constant circulation
contour is actually a vortex line that coincides with a
certain vorticity line，and has the same vortex inten⁃

sity，or it represents a scroll around the vorticity
line. The contours of constant sheet strength are a
set of vorticity lines. Because of its same intensity，
the vorticity field of the wake vortex can be under⁃
stood from the degree of density and the trend of the
contour. Compared to the vortex grid，it is not only
intuitive and reasonable，but also reduces the num⁃
ber of vortex elements by half. The degree of densi⁃
ty and orientation of such a set of vortex lines on the
wake vortex surface provides a visual image of the
vortex field distribution of the wake vortex surface.
The use of constant circulation contours to describe
the wake structure，because it is directly based on
the vortex field，which is more natural and reason⁃
able than the vortex grid description［54⁃55］. More⁃
over，after the wake is discretized，the number of
vortices can be reduced by half because constant cir⁃
culation contour automatically is counted to the
amount of the bound and trailing vortex［56⁃57］. The
update of the wake description method has brought
some new understandings on the rotor wake struc⁃
ture. For example，when in high ⁃ speed forward
flight，the tip of advancing blade is found to have a
negative vorticity area.

An important problem often encountered in
free wake solving is the numerical instability of the
wake solution in hovering and low ⁃ speed flight
states. In order to get convergent solutions，artifi⁃
cial numerical damping is often introduced in some
previous wake analysis. In 1990，Miller & Bliss pro⁃
posed a“periodic inverse solution” approach［58］.
This method uses the non⁃Lagrangian method to de⁃
scribe the wake geometry. By imposing a periodic
solution in the wake solution，the numerical instabil⁃
ity is greatly improved，but the amount of calcula⁃

Fig.5 Constant circulation contours to describe wake struc⁃
ture[25]
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tion of the“periodic inverse solution”method is too
large［5］. It is not suitable for actual wake calculation.
In 1993，Crouse & Leishman first introduced the
predictor ⁃ correction method in the wake solution
and improved the numerical stability of the wake so⁃
lution［28］.

2. 2 Pseudo ⁃ implicit relaxation iteration method

and time ⁃ accurate solution method for ro ⁃
tor wake analysis

In Refs.［29 ⁃ 31］，Bagai and Leishman devel⁃
oped a pseudo ⁃ implicit predictor ⁃ corrector（PIPC）
relaxation algorithm with five ⁃ point central differ⁃
ence in space for the numerical solution of the non ⁃
linear partial differential equations that govern the
helicopter rotor free wake. The scheme is used to
predict the locations of the vortices trailed by the ro⁃
tor blades in hover and forward flight，and to predict
the rotor induced velocity field. Their work is on the
development of a robust and versatile free ⁃ wake
scheme that can be used on a routine basis and incor⁃
porated into comprehensive rotor analyses.

In their work，numerical convergence，stabili⁃
ty，and accuracy characteristics of the methodology
are also discussed，and the pseudo ⁃ implicit numeri⁃
cal scheme is compared with conventional explicit al⁃
gorithms to show better stability and convergence
trends. Their method is also extended to investigate
the induced velocity fields of tandem，side ⁃ by ⁃ side
and coaxial rotor configurations［31］.

The method is applied to examine rotor wake
geometries for a wide variety of geometric rotor con⁃
figurations and flight conditions， including varia⁃
tions in advance ratio， rotor thrust， number of
blades and rotor shaft angles［31］. Comparisons be⁃
tween predictions and experiment for wake geome⁃
tries，wake boundaries，rotor induced inflow distri⁃
butions and flow field velocities，help validate the
predicted capabilities of the method. The good
agreement between the predictions and experiment
are demonstrated.

In their free wake method，blade Weissinger⁃L
model is used and the strengths of the blade bound
vorticity depend upon the aerodynamic lift produced
by each segment of the blade，as shown in Fig. 6.

The lift is obtained from the angle of attack at each
control point，which in turn depends upon the in⁃
duced velocities. The contribution of the far ⁃ wake
consists of the concentrated tip vortices.

Bagai and Leishman gave the differential equa⁃
tion which governs the motion of a vortex filament
in the rotor flow field by the vorticity transport theo⁃
rem as follows［30］

dr ( )ψ,ζ
dt = V (r (ψ,ζ )) (1)

where r (ψ，ζ ) defines the position vector of an ele⁃
ment，p，lying on a vortex filament which is trailed
from a rotor blade located at an azimuth ψ at time t
（see Fig. 7）.

Fig. 6 Blade Weissinger ⁃ L model as well as near and far
wake[29]

Fig.7 Definition of r (ψ,ζ )[30]
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Refs.［29⁃31］give a PDE governing the geome⁃
try of the rotor tip vortices and it is introduced as

∂r ( )ψ,ζ
∂ψ +

∂r ( )ψ,ζ
∂ζ = 1

ΩV (r (ψ,ζ )) (2)

where the ψ coordinate represents the rotor azimuth⁃
al position and is，therefore，a time variable. The
variable ζ represents the angular location of an ele⁃
ment on a tip vortex fllament trailed from the blade，
and essentially represents a spatial coordinate.

Then，a numerical integration scheme is devel⁃
oped to transform the PDE’s into finite difference
equations（FDE’s）. The formulation of the finite
difference equations is described by transforming the
discretized physical domain into a computational do⁃
main. As shown in Fig.8，the abscissa of the compu⁃
tational domain represents the ψ direction and the
vertical coordinates the ζ direction.

Predictor

r nl,k= r nl- 1,k- 1 + (r nl,k- 1- r nl- 1,k ) ( Δψ-ΔζΔψ+Δζ )+
2
Ω ( ΔψΔζ
Δψ+Δζ ) ⋅

æ
è
çV ∞ +

1
4 (V ind ( )r n- 1l- 1,k- 1 + V ind ( )r n- 1l- 1,k +

V ind (r n- 1l,k- 1 )+ V ind (r n- 1l,k ) )( ö
ø
÷

(3)

Corrector

r nl,k= r nl- 1,k- 1 + ( )r nl,k- 1- r nl- 1,k ( )Δψ-Δζ
Δψ+Δζ +

2
Ω ( )ΔψΔζ
Δψ+Δζ ⋅

æ
è
çV ∞ +

1
4 (V ind ( )r l- 1,k- 1 + V ind ( )r l- 1,k +

V ind ( )r l,k- 1 + V ind ( )r l,k )( ö
ø
÷

(4)

where V ind is the induced velocity by all wake vortex
filament.

Fig.9 is the predicted wake geometries compar⁃
ison for the single ⁃ rotor configurations by the PIPC
free ⁃ wake methodology using the pseudo ⁃ implicit
and explicit methods.

Different from Bagai and Leishman’s pseudo ⁃
implicit relaxation iteration method，Bhagwat and
Leishman present a time ⁃ accurate solution method
for rotor wake analysis in Refs.［32⁃34］. In Bhagwat
and Leishman’s wake solution method，a second⁃or⁃
der accurate predictor⁃corrector type algorithm is de⁃
veloped in order to obtain a time ⁃ accurate solution
of the vortex wake generated by a helicopter rotor.
The rotor blade flapping solution is fully integrated
with the wake geometry solution using the same
time⁃marching algorithm. Their method can be used
to predict the locations of wake vortex filaments at
transient flight conditions，where the rotor wake
may not be periodic at the rotational frequency. As
numerical examples，the method is used for the pre⁃
diction of the rotor induced velocity field and blade
air loads during helicopter transient flights and ma⁃
neuvers. A technique for increasing the order of ac⁃
curacy is also added.

Bhagwat and Leishman［34］ gave two newly de⁃
veloped time marching algorithms. The first time ⁃
marching algorithm，which is referred to as the
PCC scheme，uses a five ⁃ point central differencing
scheme，and the second algorithm，referred to as the
PC2B scheme，uses a central difference scheme for
the spatial（ζ）derivatives，but a second⁃order back⁃

Fig.8 Wake updating performed by pseudo ⁃ implicit predic⁃
tor⁃corrector (PIPC) scheme as Ref.[31]

Fig. 9 Isometric views of the predicted wake structure,
pseudo ⁃ implicit vs. explicit schemes, three turns of
free wake[31]
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ward difference scheme for the temporal（ψ）deriva⁃
tives. Figs. 10，11 respectively show the node sche⁃
matic diagram of these two formats，for both the
time ⁃marching algorithms，the governing equations
are evaluated up to a second⁃order accuracy.

In Ref.［34］，Bhagwat & Leishman applied the
PC2B algorithm to free⁃vortex wake geometry solu⁃
tion in forward flight. The numerical case，a for⁃
ward flight case at an advance ratio µ = 0.1 to veri⁃
fy wake solution convergence. These calculations
are performed for a four ⁃ bladed rotor. A forward
shaft tilt angle of 3° is used with a rotor thrust coeffi⁃
cient of CT = 0.008. The top view of the wake ge⁃
ometry is shown in Fig.12 for different levels of dis⁃
cretization（Δψ）. It is also interesting to note that
the strong distortions in the wake structures are well
⁃preserved.

In Fig. 13［34］，Bhagwat & Leishman further
used their time ⁃marching free ⁃ vortex wake method
to evaluate the results for a ramp increase in rotor
collective pitch angle at a rate of 200 °/s，the experi⁃
mental data came from the measurements of Carpen⁃
ter & Friedovich［59］. Fig.13（a）is the input of blade
pitch angle. Note that the collective input in the

Fig.10 PCC time⁃marching algorithm[34]

Fig.11 PC2B time⁃marching algorithm[34]

Fig.12 PC2B algorithm applied to free⁃vortex wake geome⁃
try solution in forward flight[34]

Fig.13 Ramp increase in rotor collective pitch angle at rate of
200 °/s (Experimental measurements in Ref.[59])
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experiments shows some oscillatory behavior，be⁃
cause of blade torsion. As a result，the transient
overshoot in flapping is slightly under⁃predicted.
However，the predicted rotor thrust response and
build ⁃ up in the inflow show good agreement with
the experimental measurements. The slow build ⁃up
of inflow is found to be a result of the transient evo⁃
lution of the trailed rotor wake，i.e.，a circulatory ef⁃
fect. The dynamic inflow response approximately re⁃
sembles the first ⁃ order linear system，the inflow
reaches the steady⁃state value in about three time pe⁃
riods，i.e.，after six rotor revolutions or 0.81 s. This
effect is predicted very well by the time ⁃ accurate
wake algorithm. In summary，a good correlation
with measured rotor thrust，inflow and blade flap⁃
ping angles are obtained for a ramp rate changes in
collective pitch.
2. 3 Viscous vortex particle method for rotor

wake analysis

Refs.［46 ⁃47］study the viscous vortex particle
model with higher wake capture accuracy and no
physical dissipation. For the unsteady flow field
analysis of the rotor，the wake vortex is spiral and
the vorticity is mainly concentrated on the tip of the
larger Mach number，and the external flow field is
regarded as incompressible. Therefore，this incom⁃
pressible non⁃viscous flow can be described by Navi⁃
er⁃Stokes equation［47］

∂u
∂t + (u ⋅ ∇) u=- ∇p

ρ
+ ν∇2u (5)

where u is the flow rate，p is the pressure，ρ is the
density，v is the kinematic viscosity coefficient，and
∇ is the differential operator. The traditional rotor
CFD method uses the finite volume method or the
finite difference method. The numerical dissipation
problem in the discrete format will cause the non ⁃
physical attenuation of the wake vortex of the spatial
flow field，thus reduces the accuracy of the flow
field simulation. In addition，the grid quality and
time step requirements are high during the calcula⁃
tion process，and the calculation time becomes an⁃
other important factor limiting the grid ⁃ based rotor
CFD method.

In the viscous vortex particle method，the vor⁃
ticity dynamics equation in the form of vorticity ⁃ve⁃
locity is more targeted for the simulation of the heli⁃
copter flow field dominated by the wake vortex. For

the incompressible non ⁃ viscous flow，the vorticity
transport equation can be obtained by using the for⁃
mula described by the Navier ⁃ Stokes equation［47⁃48］

to calculate the rotation of the left and right sides.
This equation，together with the vortex kine⁃

matics equation forms the governing equation for
the viscous vortex particle method. The vorticity
transport equation is then solved. In order to ensure
the numerical stability of the governing equation so⁃
lution，integral solution is performed using a predic⁃
tion correction format applied by a second⁃order Ad⁃
ams–Bashforth（A⁃B）explicit prediction format com⁃
bined with the Adams⁃Moulton（A⁃M）implicit for⁃
mat［46⁃47］.

In the process of simulating the rotor wake us⁃
ing the viscous vortex particle method，the induced
velocity of all vortex particles need to be calculated
by integrating each time step. When the number of
vortex elements is large，in order to improve the
computational efficiency，an acceleration algorithm
is added to reduce the number of iterations to speed
up the calculation process，and the viscous vortex
particle method is better applied to rotor design.
The acceleration algorithm used in the reference is
the fast multipole method（FMM）［47⁃48］. The fast
multipole method has high computational efficiency.
When applied to the calculation process of self ⁃ in⁃
duced velocity and velocity gradient，compared with
the direct calculation，the computational magnitude
O（N2）can reduce the computational complexity to
O（N）.

Fig. 14 shows the calculation for the state
where the pitch angle is 8.94°. The Mach number of
the tip is 0.617. Firstly，the transient distribution of
the vortex is given after the calculated convergently.
It can be seen that the rotor wake forms a typical
contracted geometric distortion shape，which indi⁃
cates that the method can effectively simulate the
wake transport process of the rotor.

Furthermore， combining the viscous vortex
particle method with the CFD method，a VVM /
CFD hybrid method is developed in Ref.［48］. The
spatial vorticity distribution of the UH⁃60 helicopter
rotor flying state is shown in Fig. 15. The vorticity
of the CFD calculation domain is represented by the
vortex cloud image on the outer surface of the blade
grid，and the vorticity of the viscous vortex calcula⁃
tion domain is represented by the vorticity iso ⁃ sur⁃
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face. It can be seen from the figure that the VVM/
CFD hybrid method built in Ref.［48］can still cap⁃
ture the distortion of the rotor wake and the interac⁃
tion between the tip vortex in forward flight，al⁃
though no test data of wake in the flight test of UH⁃
60 can be used to verify the wake prediction. It is ob⁃
vious that the hybrid method of this paper still main⁃
tains the advantage of the Viscous Vortex method in
wake prediction，which can accurately predict the
rotor wake in the forward flight state. At the same

time，it can be seen that，the vorticity concentration
regions of the two computational domains are com⁃
pletely consistent，which is similar to the results of
the hovering state and indicates that the inter ⁃ do⁃
main information exchange strategy adopted in this
method is also effective in forward flight.

In Ref.［48］，as a verification of the rotor load
prediction capability，a comparison of the normal
force coefficient distributions at different sections of
the blade is further given in Fig. 16. It can be seen
from the figure that although the assumption of rigid

Fig.14 Obtained transient distribution diagram of vortex el⁃
ement in rotor wake（ϕ0.7 = 8.94∘）[48]

Fig. 15 Vorticity diagram calculated by hybrid method of
VVM/CFD

Fig.16 Normal force coefficient distributions at different sections of blade[48]
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blade is adopted in the calculation model and the
flapping dynamic model only considers the first ⁃ or⁃
der influence，as a whole，the calculated values in
this paper are still in good agreement with the flight
test results，both in magnitude and in azimuth，de⁃
spite it is well known that accurate calculation of the
rotor aerodynamic load distribution is challenging［48］.

The above calculation and analysis on UH⁃60A
rotor in forward flight shows that the calculated ro⁃
tor loads have higher accuracy as a whole.

2. 4 Aerodynamic interaction of helicopter ro⁃

tor/fuselage based on wake method

In Ref.［44］，a full ⁃ span free wake model and a
tip vortex free wake model are established respective⁃
ly. In order to verify the correctness of the rotor vor⁃
tex system model，the flow field of the independent
rotor state in the Georgia Tech rotor / fuselage aero⁃
dynamic interaction experiment［60］ is calculated，and
the calculation results of the two wake models and ex⁃
perimental data are compared and analyzed. The co⁃
ordinates and calculation points are shown in Fig.17.

Fig.18 shows the calculation results and experi⁃
mental data comparison of the two wake models.
The solid line in the figure is the result of full ⁃ span
free wake model，while the dotted line is the result
of rolled up tip vortex model. It can be seen from
Fig.18（a）that the horizontal velocity prediction re⁃
sults of the full ⁃ span free wake model and the tip
vortex model are basically consistent. However，
near the nose，the results of the tip vortex model are
obviously larger，while the results of the full ⁃ span
free wake are closer to the experimental values. It
can be seen from the comparative analysis of the ver⁃
tical flow field velocity in Fig.18（b）that the results
of the full ⁃ span free wake model and the tip vortex
model are relatively consistent with the experimen⁃
tal data，but the results of the tip vortex model are

better.
The wake of two kinds of rotors flying forward

at a typical low speed forward flight was calculated
using the tip vortex model. The wake shapes after
convergence are shown in Fig.19.

Ref.［44］also further developed a rotor / fuse⁃
lage aerodynamic interaction analysis method based
on the established free wake model. In the aerody⁃

Fig.17 Calculation node position coordinate diagram

Fig. 18 Comparison of calculated results on average in⁃
duced velocity along a straight line under the disc[44]
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namic interaction analysis of his rotor/ fuselage，re⁃
ferring to Refs.［35⁃37］，a simple and efficient ana⁃
lytical model is established by using analytical and
numerical matching method（ANM）to analyze and
calculate the vortex/surface interaction close to it.

Fig.20 is the comparison between the calculat⁃
ed value and experimental value of the average ve⁃

locity field of Georgia Tech rotor / fuselage mod⁃
el［44］. The calculated point in the figure is 12.7 mm
away from the top line of the fuselage，the horizon⁃
tal and vertical velocity distributions are compared.
As can be seen from the figure，in this case，the pre⁃
dicted values of most points are in good match with
the experimental values. In comparison，the coinci⁃
dence degree along the vertical direction is better.
Only the maximum speed at the fuselage head was
predicted to be low.

Fig. 21 is the comparison between the calcula⁃
tion results and experimental results of the unsteady
velocity field of Georgia Tech combination model in
Ref.［60］. In Fig.21，the calculation point is located
near the head of the fuselage. As this point falls out⁃
side the range swept by the rotor wake，the calculat⁃
ed results are consistent with the experimental re⁃
sults on the whole. Among them，the horizontal di⁃
rection of the coincidence is better，the amplitude of
the prediction is more accurate，but there is some
deviation in the phase.

Fig.19 Calculation result of rotor of Georgia Tech test mod⁃
el (μ=0.075)[44]

Fig. 20 Comparison between the calculated value and the
experimental value of the average velocity field of
Georgia Tech rotor/fuselage model[44]

Fig. 21 Comparison between the calculation results and ex⁃
perimental results of the unsteady velocity field of
Georgia Tech combination model[44]
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2. 5 Rotor BVI noise research based on viscous

vortex particle method

In Ref.［51］，the vortex particle method is fur⁃
ther applied to the research of aerodynamic noise of
rotor［46］.

Based on the CFD/ viscous vortex particle hy⁃
brid method developed by Ref.［51］and further com⁃
bined with the FW⁃H equation，a method which is
suitable for the prediction of aerodynamic noise of
rotor unsteady BVI are constructed. In order to fully
verify the reliability and accuracy of the method，
Ref.［51］ calculated and simulated the sound pres⁃
sure time history of AH⁃1 /OLS rotor at different
observation points，and compared it with the experi⁃
mental value. The results show that the noise hybrid
calculation model developed in Ref.［51］is effective
and can accurately predict the time history of noise
pressure under rotor blade vortex interaction.

In Ref.［51］，Figs.22，23 respectively give the
calculation results of the time history of sound pres⁃
sure at different observing points of the AH⁃1/OLS
rotor under two blade ⁃vortex interaction conditions.

In order to make a better comparison analysis，the
results obtained by the CFD / viscous vortex parti⁃
cle/FW⁃H hybrid method and the CFD/FW⁃H
method are presented，the experimental values are
expressed in small circles. It can be seen from
Fig.22 that the noise characteristics of each observa⁃
tion point can be distinguished by the method of Ref.
［51］，that is to say，the positive peak sound pres⁃
sure of AH ⁃1 /OLS rotor at the 45° azimuth of the
forward side can be calculated accurately in both
phase and amplitude，which is the typical feature of
blade⁃vortex interaction. The blade⁃vortex interac⁃
tion noise dominates at MIC 7 and MIC 9，and the
sound pressure signals at each observation position
are composed of positive and negative pulses，
which is caused by the interaction on the forward
side and the backward side of rotor disk，respective⁃
ly. In addition，there is an obvious negative pulse
sound pressure near the 60° azimuth of MIC 2 obser⁃
vation position，which is mainly caused by the blade
thickness noise. Comparing with the time history of
noise pressure calculated by the CFD/FW⁃H equa⁃
tion，it can be seen that the better noise peak predic⁃
tion in phase and amplitude can be captured by the
method of CFD/viscous vortex particle/FW⁃H hy⁃
brid method. This is due to the fact that the viscous
vortex particle mixing method in Ref.［46］can accu⁃
rately predict the rotor wake and blade surface loads
in the presence of blade⁃vortex interaction. This also
demonstrates the ability of the method in Ref.［51］
to accurately predict the aerodynamic and noise char⁃
acteristics of rotor blade⁃vortex interaction.

Fig. 22 Calculation and comparison of noise pressure of AH⁃
1 /OLS rotor under the condition of typical blade ⁃
vortex interaction“10014”

Fig.23 Calculation and comparison of noise pressure of AH⁃
1 / OLS rotor under the condition of typical blade ⁃
vortex interaction“10017”
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2. 6 Application of free wake method to helicop⁃

ter flight dynamics modeling

In Refs.［49 ⁃ 50］，Li Pan and Chen Renliang
analyzed the shortcomings of existing rotor wake
and aerodynamic models in flight dynamics model⁃
ing and application，and on this basis，a rotor un⁃
steady free wake model for helicopter maneuvering
flight is developed. Specifically，the unsteady free
wake model of the rotor and the unsteady dynamic
stall aerodynamic model of the airfoil are combined.
At the same time， the experiments of collective
pitch，cyclic pitch and the sudden increase of rotor
angular velocity are carried out on a whirling ⁃ arm
testing apparatus to simulate the maneuvering flight
environment and measure the response of the rotor
tension and moment. The experimental results are
used to validate the unsteady aerodynamic model of
the rotor and the validity of the free wake model un⁃
der the condition of maneuvering flight. The rela⁃
tionship between the dynamic distortion of rotor
wake and the inflow of rotor disc and the transient
characteristics of rotor load are studied.

The position of the collective pitch rod and the
required power of the rotor are given with the
change of flight speed，the results include two cas⁃
es：free wake model and dynamic inflow model. It
can be seen from Figs.24，25 that the balance values
of the total pitch of the free wake model and the re⁃
quired power of the rotor agree well with the mea⁃
sured values in the whole flight speed range. When
using dynamic inflow model，the total rotor pitch
and required power are underestimated in hover and
low ⁃speed forward flight. The results show that the

free wake model can significantly improve the pre⁃
diction accuracy of total rotor pitch and required
power in hovering and low⁃speed flight.

In order to verify the validity of the dynamic re⁃
sponse calculation method and the accuracy of flight
dynamics model，the maneuvering flight of helicop⁃
ter hover and forward flight with pushing steering
rod to the right is simulated，then compared with
flight test results，and the effects of free wake mod⁃
el，blade elastic deformation and aerodynamic inter⁃
action on the accuracy of helicopter dynamic re⁃
sponse prediction are investigated，emphasis is laid
on the accuracy and influencing factors of prediction
of off⁃axis response.

The comparison between the measured and cal⁃
culated results of the roll angular velocity response
（on⁃axis response）is given. The results include the
effects of wake model and elastic deformation. As
shown in Fig.26，the influence of wake bending pa⁃
rameters on the calculation results is very small
when the dynamic inflow model is adopted，which
indicates that the introduction of wake bending dis⁃
tortion effect has little effect on the on ⁃ axis re⁃
sponse. From Fig.26，it can be seen that the elastic
deformation effect of the blade improves the calcula⁃
tion accuracy of the on⁃axis response to a certain ex⁃
tent，and the rigid blade model will produce greater
overshoot.

The wake bending effect in the dynamic inflow
model is completely determined by the wake bend⁃
ing parameters，because its direction is always oppo⁃
site to the direction of the moving inflow gradient.
Therefore，the dynamic inflow model considering

Fig.24 Influence of wake model on balance of rotor collec⁃
tive pitch[50]

Fig.25 Influence of wake model on rotor power require⁃
ment[50]
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the dynamic wake distortion effect is difficult to be
applied to any flight state. On the contrary，the free⁃
wake model does not make too many artificial as⁃
sumptions about the effect of wake distortion，and it
has a wider scope of application and versatility.

2. 7 Application of viscous vortex particle wake

method to the study of helicopter interac⁃

tion aerodynamics

Refs.［52 ⁃ 53］have made a thorough study on
the calculation of the aerodynamic interaction of heli⁃
copter rotor / fuselage / tail / tail rotor by the vortex
particle method. In their work，the viscous vortex
particle method based on Lagrangian system is used
to describe the rotor wake. The unsteady panel
method is constructed by adding the unsteady term
of the rotor wake to calculate the aerodynamic loads
of the blade，fuselage and horizontal tail. then based
on vorticity equivalence and Neumann boundary
conditions，an unsteady panel/ viscous vortex parti⁃
cle hybrid method for unsteady aerodynamic interac⁃
tion analysis of rotor/fuselage/tail/tail rotor is estab⁃
lished in their work.

With this method，Tan Jianfeng et al calculat⁃
ed and studied the unsteady pressure of the fuselage
and rotor thrust characteristics under rotor/ fuselage

aerodynamic interaction. Then the effects of rotor
parameters such as the distance between rotor and
fuselage，number of blades，forward inclination an⁃
gle of rotor axis，blade tip shape on rotor / fuselage
aerodynamic interaction were also analyzed.

Ref.［53］studies the influence of rotor/horizon⁃
tal tail aerodynamic interaction on horizontal tail
aerodynamic load，and analyzed the influence of hor⁃
izontal tail configuration on horizontal tail aerody⁃
namic load and helicopter control characteristics，ac⁃
cording to the equivalent angle of attack of the hori⁃
zontal tail，the design method of the installation an⁃
gle of the movable horizontal tail to eliminate the

“head⁃up”phenomenon is proposed.
In Fig. 27，the downward load of the front，

middle and rear horizontal tails along with the for⁃
ward flight velocity is calculated by Ref.［53］.

Meanwhile，based on the developed method，
Tan Jianfeng et al. studies the influence of rotor/tail
rotor aerodynamic interaction on the tail rotor aero⁃
dynamic characteristics in hover，various wind direc⁃
tions and right sideslip states（Fig.28）. Afterwards，
the effects of the rotor rotation direction，height and

Fig.26 Influence of wake model and blade dynamics model
on roll angular velocity response[50]

Fig.27 Mean and peak⁃to⁃peak value of dynamic load of tail
varies with forward flying velocity[53]
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longitudinal position on the performance of the tail
rotor were analyzed，which revealed that the perfor⁃
mance degradation characteristics of the tail rotor in
the 60° right ⁃ sided sliding state were mainly deter⁃
mined by the change and position of the rotor tip
vortex.

2. 8 Application of wake analysis method to un⁃

steady aerodynamic interference of ABC

rotor helicopter

Compared with the traditional single⁃rotor heli⁃
copter with tail rotor，the propeller⁃augmented com⁃
pound advancing blade concept（ABC） rotor heli⁃
copter greatly improves flight speed，but its unique
configuration also brings more serious vortex ⁃wake
interaction problems.

In 2008，Kim and Brown et al.［61⁃63］ firstly con⁃
structed an aerodynamic model for aerodynamic in⁃
teraction analysis of the propeller ⁃ augmented com⁃
pound ABC rotor helicopter. The vorticity transport
model（VTM）［64⁃65］is used to solve and calculate in
the Cartesian three⁃dimensional mesh around the he⁃
licopter，and this method is still essentially a vis⁃
cous vortex method. Kim calculated in detail the

aerodynamic interaction characteristics of the main
rotor，and the horizontal tail and the propulsion ro⁃
tor at different flight speeds. Subsequently， in
2009，Kim further analyzed the influence of fuselage
on the above aerodynamic interaction characteris⁃
tics［62］. In 2013，based on the developed free wake
analysis method，Lv and Xu investigated the aerody⁃
namic characteristics of the propeller ⁃ augmented
compound ABC rotor helicopter［66⁃68］.

In the calculation of aerodynamic interaction of
helicopters， especially the propeller ⁃ augmented
compound ABC rotor helicopter，the correct control
must be input，which can only be obtained by prop⁃
er trimming calculation. For this reason，Lyu Wei⁃
liang and Xu Guohua have established a new trim⁃
ming model of the propeller ⁃ augmented compound
ABC rotor helicopter. On this basis，a new method
for calculating the aerodynamic interaction of the
propeller ⁃ augmented compound ABC rotor helicop⁃
ter is established by combining the free wake model
and the helicopter trimming model，in order to com⁃
prehensively analyze the interaction effects of upper
and lower main rotors，propulsion rotors，horizontal
tails and other aerodynamic components. With this
method， the aerodynamic interaction between the
upper and lower main rotors，the aerodynamic inter⁃
action of the main rotor wake on the propeller and
the horizontal tail，and the aerodynamic forces of
the main rotor and the propeller were calculated and
studied at different forward speeds. At the same
time，the influence of different vertical spacing of
main rotor on aerodynamic interaction， the influ⁃
ence of periodic pitch control on the aerodynamic
characteristics of main rotor and the influence of in⁃
stallation position of propelling rotor on its aerody⁃
namic characteristics were analyzed.

Fig.29［68］ gives the side view of the tip vortices
of upper and lower main rotor blades with different
advance ratios，in which the lower rotor wakes are
represented by solid lines and the upper rotor wakes
are represented by dotted lines，in addition，several
major aerodynamic components， including upper
and lower main rotor，horizontal tails and propul⁃
sion rotor，have been marked on the diagram.

Fig. 28 Tail rotor tension and section load in hover state[53]
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In Fig.29（a），the wake side view of upper and
lower main rotor with advance ratio of 0.1 is given，
at this time，the wake of the upper and lower rotor
affects most of the area below and behind the rotor
disk in a more severe distortion form. It is notewor⁃
thy that the wake of the upper and lower main rotor
completely covers the horizontal tail and propulsion
rotor of the rear side of the helicopter，which can ex⁃

ert severe aerodynamic interaction on them，howev⁃
er，when the speed is slightly higher，the influence
area of the main rotor wake on the tail aerodynamic
components（horizontal tail and propulsion rotor）is
smaller.

In Ref.［68］，the variation of the power coeffi⁃
cient of the main rotor during its rotation cycle is cal⁃
culated in Fig.30 with different advance ratios.

Ref.［68］further gave the side view of wake ge⁃
ometry where the coaxial rotors have different verti⁃
cal spacing in Fig. 31. As seen from Fig. 31（a），

when the vertical spacing of the coaxial rotors is
close，the wakes of the upper and lower rotors al⁃
most coincide with each other，and the wake of the
upper rotor sweeps most of the lower rotor. When
the vertical spacing of the main rotors increases，the
wake of the upper rotor has almost no direct impact
on the horizontal tail，and only a small portion of
the upper end of the rotor disc is disturbed by the im ⁃
pact.

3 Prospect of Helicopter Rotor

Wake Research

In the field of rotor wake analysis， despite

great progress has been made and the wake charac⁃
teristics have been well understood，there are still a
number of fundamental problems that have not been
thoroughly revealed， and some existing analysis
methods still need to be further developed. The heli⁃
copter rotor wake analysis，and helicopter aerody⁃
namics，dynamics and flight dynamics all require ad⁃
vanced rotor wake modeling technique. Therefore，
rotor wake analysis will continue to be a long ⁃ term
and in ⁃ depth research topic. The following trends
are listed for reference by other researchers.

（1）Although CFD technology has great poten⁃
tial in capturing the details of rotor flow field，the ro⁃
tor wake analysis method still has considerable ad⁃
vantages in the field of blade aerodynamic loads cal⁃
culation and will continue to be the main method for

Fig.29 Lateral view of rotor wake at different forward ratio[68]

Fig. 30 Power coefficient variation of the main rotor in a rotation cycle for different advance ratios[68]
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calculating blade aerodynamic loads in the future.
（2）The rotor wake analysis method may be a

more suitable method for the cases where the in⁃
duced velocity distribution in the rotor flow field
needs to be calculated. One of the typical cases is
studying the influence of helicopter rotor downwash
on missile launching.

（3）In order to improve the calculation of blade
aerodynamic loads，in addition to the development
of rotor wake analysis methods，more sophisticated
aerodynamic models of airfoils need to be developed
to accurately simulate the unsteady aerodynamic
loads of blades.

（4）New wake analysis methods need to be de⁃
veloped to accurately consider the effects of air com⁃
pressibility for the conditions with higher Mach num⁃
ber at the blade tip，especially for those with signifi⁃
cant compressibility effects.

（5）Current wake analysis methods are mostly
used in hover，vertical flight and forward flight. It’s
rare to conduct research on rotor loads and control
responses in maneuvering flight using wake analysis
method. Moreover，helicopter wake characteristics
in complex unsteady flight states such as maneuver⁃

ing flight have not been thoroughly studied. Hence，
time ⁃ accurate wake calculation methods need to be
further developed.

（6）Up to now，there is not enough research
on applying free wake model to the aerodynamic
characteristics analysis of the rotors with new ⁃ type
tips. It is a direction of the future development to im ⁃
prove the method of rotor wake analysis，so that the
method can be well applied to the research of new ⁃
type tips.

（7）Although many studies have been carried
out on rotor wake analysis methods，most of them
are confined to pure aerodynamic researches，such
as rotor wake modeling，induced velocity calcula⁃
tion and aerodynamic loads prediction. In recent
years，an important trend in this field is applying the
rotor wake analysis method to rotor aeroelastic anal⁃
ysis. Therefore，taking into account the blade elas⁃
ticity and aeroelastic coupling in the rotor wake anal⁃
ysis is an important development direction in the fu⁃
ture.

（8）The analysis of rotor wake can be divided
into the analysis of rotor blade vortices and the anal⁃
ysis of rotor wake. The former can be called internal
problem，while the latter can be called external
problem. Combining the wake analysis method with
CFD method is a long ⁃ term development direction
to simulate the internal and external problems of the
rotor wake flow field more effectively.

（9）Because of taking into account the viscous
effect，the vortex particle method has better calcula⁃
tion accuracy than the previous vortex wake analysis
method and will be an important research direction
of the rotor wake analysis method.
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